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Madam Chair, Representatives, Senators, and “We the People”, I stand before you again 
today to voice my general support for any anti-mandate legislation against Biden’s cruel 
Executive Orders.  The draft bills we are being asked to comment on today 22RS2356 and 
22RS2357 while a step in the right direction, don’t go far enough to end the madness being 
and about to be inflicted  on the masses of Kansans we are supposedly here to defend and 
protect today!  Now is NOT the time for playing politics.  . even Governor Kelly is waking up 
and smelling the coffee that the people of our State are angry and maybe, just maybe she is 
really seeing the light.  If she stands behind her social media post from last week, she should 
be willing to sign legislation that essentially neuters Biden’s unconstitutional forced mandates 
period.    Put your party aside, this is not about party or favors or deals, this is simply a 
question of RIGHT vs WRONG, GOOD vs EVIL.  Either you stand against Biden . . . or you 
stand with him.  Your choice, but you will be judged accordingly not only in the ballot box 
next November, but also on that day when you make your way to the other side.  You must 
take quick and decisive actions that stop this madness and keep people that don’t want to 
take the experimental gene therapy shots from having to take them to remain employed. 
Days matter now!  

While the “unconditional” religious exemption on its face seems to give employees a “way 
out” of taking the jabs, it does nothing to insure employers simply don’t impose 
accommodations that essentially render the employee ineffective and demoralize them 
through isolation and peer shaming which would be outright discrimination!  Put some teeth 
in what you end up with on Nov 22nd!  Don’t let these companies hold their employees 
hostage by removing their participation in the economy.   Employers must be held 
accountable with meaningful fines. Their justification is often times “we are in a Pandemic 
so we must give up your autonomy over your own body for the sake of the public 
good”. 

But I come today with another personal angle you should consider legislation for as well!  
Medical exemptions. . . I was diagnosed with A-Fib this summer.  So far it’s a mild condition 
but serious enough I had an insertable cardiac monitor put in my chest to communicate my 
heart information back to a monitoring lab in the event I’m experiencing A-fib without knowing 
it. Since my employer is likely going to impose vax mandates and I thought that I could 
simply get my cardiologist to approve a medical exemption for me given both the VAERS 
data to date and imperial experiences being shared by NOT the Main Stream Media showing 
high risks of impact to healthy hearts.   

I’m not a young man, but I’m a runner and avid cyclist having in pre-covid days ran ½ 
marathons, triathlons, and century bike rides often under cardiac stress for 5-6 hours.  
Videos from all over the world are showing famed high-performance athletes dropping dead 
of cardiac arrest on the playing fields.  WI Senator Ron Johnson hosted another Vax injury 
and death hearing a few days ago that all of you should take the time to watch.  It’s utterly 
shameful what these untested/non-effective jabs are doing!     

Back to my Doctor. . . well much to my surprise, Steffanie, the nurse to my cardiologist Dr. 
Lakkireddy (HCA Midwest Health Kansas City Heart Rhythm Institute) called me to say. . . 
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Not only doesn’t Dr. Lakkireddy write or approve medical exceptions to anyone seeking to 
avoid the Covid jabs, he highly recommends ALL his cardiac patients, regardless of their 
condition, to take both jabs and stay current on them (meaning to take boosters).  So just like 
that I was put out on the street with no medical recourse without even the invitation to 
discuss in person my case with Dr. Lakkireddy.  Mind you I had Covid in Sept this year and 
have T-Cell testing results to prove it!   “Why”, I asked. . . “is he afraid of retribution from the 
big pharma that greatly controls big institutions like HCA?”  “I don’t know” was her answer.  
Please inform Dr. Lakkireddy that I am firing him as my cardiologist as I won’t play into their 
system anymore.  I will find a new cardiologist that has also refused the jab. 

Ladies and gentlemen, we also need protections from the corrupt medical establishments 
that are not only playing into Biden’s mandates, but they, through Big Pharma Control are 
helping to implement such mandates as evidenced by Pfizer’s new TV campaign showing 
children having got the jab as being “Super Heros” !  A  Gene Therapy manufacture having 
ZERO legal liability whatsoever enticing children to take the jabs to become “Super Heros”!  
This is as criminal as Camel Cigarettes being advertised to young people in the 60’s and 70’s 
after “Big Tabacco” knew nicotine was addictive and smoke was a carcinogen!  Someday 
soon I pray this Pfizer commercial and others to follow soon will be played at the modern day 
Nuremburg trials of those guilty from helping inflict this scourge on the world! 

Simply put, we ALSO need laws to legalize self-written medical exemptions against Biden’s 
mandates that don’t even need the signatures of the specific doctor(s), but indeed include 
the name of the Dr(s) whom issued the medical diagnosis being claimed for the medical 
exemption so that it becomes a legal document for potential future patient litigation against 
said doctors.  I’m truly sorry for the Dr’s whom find themselves trapped in such employment 
arrangements.    

I close with this statement that summarizes the absolute insanity of this dark moment in 
human history: 

 

Why do the “Protected” need to be “Protected” from the 
“Unprotected” by forcing the “Unprotected” to use the 
same “Protection” that did not “Protect” the “Protected” in 
the 1st place!          
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